Abstract: Westudied the effects of disorder and/or norrlinearities on the propagation of classical waves in a one-dimensional lattice. This medium is a string loaded by masses fixecl by a spring to a support. An aera-preserving nonkear mapping is introduced for the tra!]smission problem and we analyse this mapping with the concept and methods ofnontinear dynamical theory, A 'phase (Iiagram" reveals that norrlinearities contribute to the transmission even with disorder (disorder which, in the linear case, induces (he Anderson locahzation). In certain conditions, the locakation phenomenon is attenuated with the presence of nonlinearities.~T
RODUCTION
The propagation of classical waves in a linear one-dimensiond periodic lattice is now well-known : a succession of passbands and stophands whose width depends on the parameters of lattice appears on the spatrum of the transmission, The introduction of disorder in the lattice induces the Anderson loctization phenomenon which destroys the structure of passhands/st ophands and prevents the transmission. For the nonlinear case, an aera-preserving mapping is analyzed : some parts of the stopbands in the linear regime can become transparent with the nonlinearities. The hounded solutions are examined for different cases (in the linear corresponding passband and stopband) and severaJ behaviors ran&ing are observed and discussed,
MODEL
The medium is an infinite string with tension T and with a linear density p, periodically loaded by masses, each one being fixed by spring to a common support. One can introduce two kinds of disorder in the lattice by considering the mass (cellular disorder) and/or lattice spacing (topolo&ical disorder) as random vmiables. The dynarnicd potential associated to each spring exhibits a nonlinew term depending on the wave amplitude. Nonlinearities are small enought to use the Rotating Wave Approximation (cos3(ut ) = 3/4 cos(ut) ). The propagation of a monochromatic wave of the form Y(Z, t) = y(z)eitit in a nonlinear lattice of finite letrght (N masses) with or without disorder satisfies the following equation :
( 1) where Ii = tijc is the wavevector, c =~is the velocity of the wave, d~= X~+I -z~is the lattice constant and a,, is the strength of nonlinemity. Cn =~, D. =~are adimensiond parameters depending on the stiffness of the spring k,, and 011the masses ,lfn.~= 1{~is the adimensional "frequency" where~is the average lattice spacing. Using the continuity of the displacement~(n~) = }; accross then 'h discontinuity, we obtain a discrete dynarnicd system with the general form I';,+l +~1-~+~. IY. lz}~= -E,tl~where En = -2(cos(~) + *[C.
-~] sin(~)) and A,l is a non]inc~p~arameter.This quation, written in terms of red and imaginary parts of Yn represents a nonlinear system defined in a four-dimensinal space. The conservation of Jn = -~(YJ Yn+1 -YJ+I Yn) allows to rduce this mapping from four to two dimensions. Writing the complex wave in polar coordinates Y. = &ei@m, and using a new variahlet u,, =~( }';:~n t 1 + y;+ 1y,)) , the nonlinear transmission problem is described by the mapping H :
Setting r,, =~AR~and q,, = & -1(-En -A,, R;), one can built the orbits corresponding to the mapping H in " the phase plane (rn, q,,) which is the Poincar6 section of the nonlinear dynarnicd systemz (n plays the role of discrete time), It contains bounded and diverging orbits which correspond to transmitting waves and nontransmitting waves respectively. In fig. 1(a) , the "phase diagram" sumarizes the different behaviors of the transmission : the shaded region represents the transmitting solutions and the clear region is the nontransmitting ones, If we compare the nonlinear ordered case with the ordered linear case (at the right of the figure), we observe an increase of the transparency for very low vafues of 1A ITz (the second stopband for~between 2.2 and 3.14 disape~s) and, in general, an evolution of the structure passhand/stopband (note that for large vidues of 1A IT2 none state is transmitting). The presence of disorder which, in the linear case, always means a destruction of the structure passband/stopband makes, in the nonlinear regime, the third stopband wider and lets the other ones unchanged.
To examine the nonlinear transmission problem in more detail, two typical cases are andysed in (r,,, qn) plane (fig. l(b) and 1(c)) : for~= 4.21 (in the corresponding linear passband) and for~= 2.5 (in the corresponding linear stophand). In these figures, the transmission can be associated to orbits which are bounded or diverging. In fig. l(b) , as the value of \J IT2 increases, the stable one-periodic orbits bmome period-two orbits after a gap in the transmission (see the "phase diagram"). Afterw~ds, period-two orbits become unstable leading to stochasticity, This phenomenon shows that a stable region in linear case can be unstable with nonlinearities. The fig. 1(c) shows a case where the uonlinearities transform diverging orbits (linear cme) in bounded ones : the stable one-periodic orbits are surrounded hy period-four orbits (see arrows) which become chaotic and loose their stability. Generally, this change of period precedes a transmission i~rest. With a small disorder on the masses, orbits keep up the structure of the ordered case (see fig. 1(d) ), but these orbits are blurred : the presence of disorder pertubs the transmission but doesn't prevent it (with the simulation, we observe that orbits loose their stability easier than without disorder).
To resume the main idea of this paper, we can say that nonlinearity acts as a factor of delocdisation in presence of disorder and increases the transpwency in the ordered case. In acoustic, this sort of transmission problem cm be very precious to analyse the propagation in a wave guide coupled to cavities where nonlinewities may be very important.
